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Mr. Chairman: 

 

On the pages that follow you will find the results of the report you requested. Our technology 

committee has taken great effort in soliciting ideas and input from the RPOF members in the creation of 

this document.  

 

What we have laid out in our approach is a long term plan. It is a plan that will enable us to maintain our 

campaign superiority now and well into the future.  

 

As election time draws closer and the urge to “do something” begins to become pressing, we urge that 

the RPOF define a long term plan that accommodates the near term as well and dedicates the resource 

to executing it.  

 

We cannot stress enough that technology is a supplemental tool in our arsenal. Our grassroots are the 

key to Republican success. We must provide our people with the tools they need to make them more 

efficient.  

 

On behalf of those members that served on the Technology Committee and who are listed below, thank 

you for your confidence and vision. It is our sincere hope that our efforts will make a difference. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Eric D. Miller 

Chairman RPOF Technology Committee 

Martin 

 

Harlan Mason 

Vice-Chairman RPOF Technology Committee 

St. Johns 

 

Ashley Carr  Linda Ivell  Nancy Riley  Amber Roberts-Crawford 

SCW Escambia  SCW Polk  Pinellas   Union 

 

Martin Simmons Margaret Sims  Thomas Moffses Jr. 

Santa Rosa  Santa Rosa  Member Ex officio 

      Hamilton 
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We need now, more than ever to set in motion a technology plan for our future. We need to rebuild our 

Party from the Grassroots up. We need to do more than focus on catchy slogans and flashy ideas. We 

need to develop a strong technology platform that will allow us to compete and win in the years to 

come.  

 

Simple Facebook, YouTube and e-mail blasts used in the 2010 election are not the answer. We need to 

provide a platform that promotes open communication. We need a platform that ties every aspect of 

our electronic effort together into a seamless and powerful tool. We need to build an electronic 

infrastructure that will allow us to capitalize on technologies that rapidly disseminate information and 

energize the grassroots. We need to use this grassroots base not as a recipient of messages, but as a 

social network of activists that will propel our message beyond the electronic arena and into the real 

world. 

 

Our objective is to win elections. As an organization, we must provide the tools and facilitate methods 

for our candidates to share in our technological investments. Technology and the social archetypes of 

technology have changed, and so must we if we are to thrive in the years to come. The conventional 

methods of fund raising require large sums of money, as demonstrated by our State Party in the recent 

election cycle. Internet and electronic events can effectively reach larger numbers of people quickly and 

for little expense. 

 

Traditional fundraising is still important, but we must enhance the culture of how we fundraise. The end 

goal of this effort is to put the RPOF in a position to raise a much larger sum of our money from the 

Internet. 

 

Our technology should give Republican activists the ability to connect with fellow activists at the 

precinct, county and state levels. We need to accomplish more than a simple change in our electronic 

strategy. We need a vision. We need a leader that understands the abilities and the realistic limitations 

of technology. We need a leader that can blend political prowess and technology into a machine that 

will benefit us for years to come. 

 

As important as it is that we invest in new technology at the State level, we must remember that the 

RPOF’s primary objective is to win races county by county and precinct by precinct. 

 

We need to provide the foundation for the creation of these tools. We need to invest in the best of 

these ideas. We need to open the RPOF electronic world to the best and brightest of our Party and 

support them in their efforts. We cannot settle for mirroring those of the Democrats. Furthermore, we 

cannot settle for the flat approaches taken in recent years 

 

Any new technology platform initiative should be well planned before development. It must be modular 

and allow for the external creation of yet unknown applications and uses. This will require a detailed 

architectural initiative. Any system that is developed should be cloud based. This gives us greater 

flexibility of distribution and a wider base of access. 

  

As tempting as it is to believe that there is a silver bullet to solve all our technology needs, such is very 

rarely the case. The technology gap will not be solved by funding multimillion dollar white elephants, 

but by unleashing free market competition among trusted entrepreneurs and volunteers who want to 

help the party. 
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The RPOF should open its technology ecosystem so that trusted partners can develop on top of 

RPOF.com and our voter data. We must build a corps of outside technology volunteers who compete to 

write applications that actually improve party operations -- and invest in the best ones. We must look 

beyond conventional political approaches to the Web, learning from technology hubs like Silicon Valley, 

and being unafraid to be the first in politics to adopt the changes in technology that are revolutionizing 

the consumer market. 

 

We must dominate new technologies in the 21st Century just as we dominated direct mail and talk radio 

in the 20th Century. This will require a CTO (Chief Technology Officer) of the RPOF that is senior level 

staff. Furthermore, the entire E-Campaign Department must be integrated with the Political Department 

so that the RPOF operates as one being rather than multiple appendages. 

 

A strong and empowered precinct organization will be the building blocks of our party in both the offline 

and online world. We must have the infrastructure in place to manage our precinct organizations, 

integrate social networking with our voter tracking systems, and find new and creative ways to push our 

message using new media technologies and always stay in touch with our activists and interested 

voters. 

 

We need to organize the party from the ground up online by recruiting, enabling and engaging our 

ground troops, in other words, our supporters – our donors, volunteers and advocates, as well as, our 

first line of command - our precinct leaders.  

 

To do so, the investments we need to immediately undertake are:  

 

• Development of a strong and empowered precinct organization.  

• Development of a strong and empowered technology organization.  

• Development of online self-service tools to enable our precinct leaders and supporters.  

• Always-on engagement with our supporters. 

 

We need to create the office of the Chief Technology Officer (CTO). The CTO will report directly to the 

Chairman’s office and be an integral part of the senior leadership team. The CTO and his/her team will 

be responsible for the technology oversight of all of the RPOF’s functions. We should recruit an 

experienced executive from the technology industry who will partner with the RPOF’s functional heads, 

who are our business process experts.  

 

The CTO will be charged with automating the processes of all our functions and distributing those 

processes across the Internet to our geographically dispersed field organization and volunteers. For 

example, the CTO would be responsible for internet-enabling the job of the precinct leaders and the 

fundraisers in addition to working with e-communications technologies, e.g., email, websites, online 

phone banks, which the eCampaign department provides. 

 

In order to ensure that we are incorporating the best practices and latest innovations in technology, we 

should also create a technology advisory council, consisting of a group of Internet application 

professionals and GOP e-campaign leaders. This council will formally advise the CTO and other leaders 

on our Internet and new media strategy, plans and implementation. 

 

The responsibilities of the CTO office should include but not be limited to developing and maintaining:  
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• Our self-service online tools used by Republicans across the state to 

organize and empower at all levels.  

 

• A technology blueprint of best-of-breed 3rd party applications, 

including integrations, to create a seamless, unified technology 

platform for each candidate and official who chooses to utilize the 

technology.  

 

• A set of best practices for most effectively deploying these 

technologies. 

 

• A set of metrics to measure the success of our electronic world. 

 

We should arm our precinct leaders and supporters with superior information, process automation 

technology and communications technology. Our arsenal is outdated compared to that of the 

Democrats and represents a crucial competitive disadvantage.  

 

We can turn the tables by rapidly retooling and modernize our technology. The online tools we must 

develop, acquire and integrate are:  

 

• Self-Service Precinct Organizing Tools  

• Self-Service Volunteer Tools and a Social Network  

• Best-of-Breed CRM and Communications Applications 

 

We should build an online self-service application integrated on solid voter data for the purpose of 

automating the management of party organizations at every level down to the precinct level. 

 

This application should automate the following processes:  

 

� voter contact 

� canvassing 

� field management 

� volunteer management 

� donor management.  

 

State leaders, county chairs, district chairs and precinct committee members will be able to use it to 

manage their geographic and virtual areas of oversight.  

 

For the critical door-to-door canvassing processes, we should develop a self-service application for the 

precinct committee persons that will quickly and easily provide each of them with a list of voters in 

his/her precinct with contact information, data to be gathered about each voter in their precinct and 

maps of walk routes.  

 

The application should also allow volunteer coordinators to assign streets to the volunteers who serve 

as their street captains. For telephone canvassing, we should explore the economic feasibility of using 

VOIP predictive dialer technology to increase the productivity of the phone bank efforts by two and a 

half times.  
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The RPOF should roll out a social network which will serve as the foundation of a new Republican online 

movement, aggregating and mobilizing our “ground troops” into decentralized but connected 

communities to advance our cause. The social network will allow candidates, officials, coalitions and the 

RPOF to easily create rich, virtual communities. It should include an online toolkit of social media tools 

and self-service grassroots tools. These virtual communities or social networks will be decentralized but 

connected, creating a RPOF macro-community or RPOF “network of networks.” This GOP network will 

give constituents unprecedented voice and access and the ability and capability to participate in the 

campaign and governing processes.  

 

Specifically it should provide for the:  

• Discussion of ideas, issues, policy and legislation.  

• Connections between supporters based on shared demographics and 

interests.  

• Creation of tremendous energy and enthusiasm resulting in 

engagement.  

• Collective and vociferous advocacy.  

• Fundraising for candidates and organizations. 

• Canvassing, including online phone banks and access to walk routes. 

 

With an empowered community and a collaborative style, we can build a movement versus a series of 

isolated, traditional “command-and-control” campaigns. The benefits of building this movement are: 

Viral Database Development – Social networks are “viral loops” like eBay and Google, i.e., each new user 

begets more users, resulting in exponential, free marketing and growth.  

 

A network of networks is a “double viral loop” in which each virtual community is a portal into the 

network. The more network nodes, the more members, the more content, the more valuable the 

network becomes and the more constituents who will join. 

 

Increased Donor Base, Increased Donations – We will be able to tap previously untapped demographics 

for small donations. Obama proved that small donations, with scale and time, add up to big bucks. 

Constant contact begets donor longevity and multiple installments over time. 

 

Unprecedented Grassroots Mobilization – Helping our supporters to help us galvanizes a ground force to 

raise money, organize locally, fight smears and get out the vote. 

 

Lower Costs – We can deploy volunteers to do the work that traditionally falls to our field staff, 

dramatically decreasing costs and increasing the efficiency of their efforts. 

 

Today each campaign is duplicating tremendous time and expensive effort evaluating various third-party 

CRM and communications applications, custom developing some applications, attempting to stitch all of 

these applications together into a single sign-on, unified application. More often than not, they 

experience only limited success after much time and expense.  

 

The RPOF should develop a technology blueprint – in other words a reference architecture – of RPOF 

custom-built applications, best of breed third-party applications and RPOF-developed integrations 

amongst these disparate applications to create a seamless, unified campaign platform. The RPOF should 

use its leverage to negotiate pricing and terms with third-party applications for the benefit of the state 
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parties. This will be a tremendous benefit; however, each county, candidate and official will have the 

ability to decide whether or not they’d like to take advantage of this benefit or create their own 

solution. 

 

The CTO’s office will also provide best practices training and venues for e-campaign staff across the 

State to share best practices and success stories. For example, we will run a social network for RPOF e-

campaign staffers to connect and share information online. We will also host and schedule Internet 

seminars and in-person seminars for sharing best practices as appropriate. 

 

We need to engage constituents in politics, not just voting. Reaching people and gaining their loyalty 

and help needs to be a year-round initiative. Our social network and online tools will provide a perfect 

venue for the party to:  

 

• Directly communicate news;  

• Provide accountability by officials;  

• Provide transparency into the governing processes;  

• Encourage and enable advocacy; and  

• Interact and solicit feedback…to, by and with our citizens on an 

ongoing basis - 24/7, 365 days a year. 

 

The social network will be a compelling medium for the party to communicate news directly to 

constituents. It’s multi-media, it’s real-time, it’s direct and it’s bi-directional. We will have paid 

journalists and editors creating original news and editorials and amassing news and editorials from 

third-party sources. Think of it as our own Republican online video channel, radio station, magazine and 

newspaper all in one with the ability for citizen’s to participate by commenting on articles, as well as, 

creating their own discussions and editorials (blogs). 

 

To the average citizen, legislative agendas, government programs, budget allocations and spending 

seem to transpire in secrecy. This is because we don’t make it easy for them to find the information and 

comprehend it. Citizens deserve access to information and tools that readily and easily allow them to 

understand what initiatives are underway, what the goals of those initiatives are, how much of their tax 

dollars are being spent on those initiatives and how the initiatives perform against their goals. We 

should provide our citizens with these tools and information along with the ability to provide feedback. 

 

We believe that most citizens have a desire to be active participants in the political process and the 

agendas coming from their officials. With the use of our online grassroots tools and social media, we will 

be able to give citizens a sense of responsibility and an ability to affect change between elections. As a 

result, we will increase their levels of advocacy, civic engagement and loyalty 

 

Below is a list of areas we need to enhance and or create in our technology efforts. These ideas were 

generated from RPOF members and reflect the things that our grassroots see as needs.  We used these 

suggestions in the compellation of our plan. 

 

GOTV 

 VoterVault (RNC data) has to go. 

Walking lists on smartphones 

 Call Sheets from home and phones 

 Absentee ballot management 
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Recruitment and Fundraising 

 Demographic analysis at a County Level 

  

RPO F Internal 

 Accounting 

 E-Mail 

 SMS/TEXT 

 Document Library Available to REC Members (Bylaws, Constitution etc…) 

 

  

REC Internal 

 Accounting 

 E-Mail 

 Website 

 67 Consistent organizations 

 Integrated local Social Media in to State System 

 Voter tracking and analysis 

 Donor Management 

 Volunteer Management 

 Precinct Leader Management 

 

General Communication PR  

 Website 

 E-mail blasts 

 

Social Networking 

 Discussion Boards for ideas, policy and legislation 

 Connection between Supporters 

 Creation of enthusiasm in base resulting in engagement 

 Collective Advocacy 

 Fundraising for candidates and organizations 

 Directly communicate news 

 Solicit feedback 

 

Technology Hub and Spoke 

 Shared E-Mail databases 

 Shared Phone Lists 

 Software integration of ALL systems 

 Direct Mail 

 Chief Technology Officer (CTO) 

 E-Campaigns 

 

Candidate Strategies 

 Statewide Approach 

 County by County Approach 

 Online 

 Fundraising 


